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The pórfiro is a type of volcanic rock found in San Luís Fortune, Mexico. 

These rocks, which differ greatly in their composition and chemical 
formation(training), are the result of the intense volcanic activity. This 
began 260 million years ago. 

The porphyry is characterized for being a 
rock that presents very clean vertical cracks 
and a fracture in flagstone. The chemical 
composition of the porphyry and the 
distinctive structure, as well as the 
stratification, determine the technical 
characteristics of the porphyry (high 
resistance to the compression, chemical 
agents, and a high coefficient of friction) 
which have made it one of the most 
important materials for pavement in Europe, 
America and around the world. 



The porphyry has a rough surface, due to the 
differences of hardness of the minerals that it 
contains, thankfully it does not turn into a 
slippery surface when it rains. It is used to 
pave mountainous steep ways, particularly in 
zones subject to frosts and bus ramps of 
depots. It has a cost of extremely low 
maintenance and this is verified by the 
excellent conditions of the ways and paved 
squares many years ago. 

Plaza Taos Nuevo México



The increase of traffic in the road has 
accelerated the adoption of coverings 
which are highly resistant to the 
compression. These include high 
coefficients of friction, which foresee 
skids, are elastic, impermeable, easy 
to inspect, are under the cost of 
installation and maintenance. Thus 
being the cheapest solution with 
relation to rough use. The porphyry 
assembles all these requirements 
together.



The porphyry offers infinite 
possibilities of uses in different 
environments, since it is extremely 
functional and decorative. It is used 
by architects, engineers and town 
planners to add a personal touch in 
the opened spaces and to give the 
buildings a decorative touch and 
functional element. 

Osaka International Museum, Osaka Japón



The porphyry has paved some of the most 
beautiful plazas of Europe, America and 
around the world, some that are included 
here: 



The dotted one that stands out on the color of 
the bottom they are white and a dark red 
color. The Mexican porphyry can show on the 
natural surface small cavities that are 
volumétricamente irrelevant with regard to the 
totality of the rocky mass that is composed of 
flagstone and fell therefore does not 
determine significant decrease of resistance 
and not of conservation of time. 

The dominant 
tonalities of 
porphyry are red 
purple, ruby red 
and include 
various tonalities 
of the red. 



CUBIC TO REGULATE 

It represents a particular selection of cobbles of homogénios designed to 
simplify the placement of pavements and to realize easier designs or 
dispositions (regulation) in parallel rows. Each one with a dimension of 
10x10 cm produced across the pressing of natural flagstones with special 
cutting machines, can be used not only for paving external but also 
internal. The cobbles are ideal for internal pavements or in zones of limited 
space, thus for areas of heavy traffic.





Maculan wine celler- Breganze (Vicenza Italy)



Exterior Maculan wine celler –
Breganze (Vicenza Italy)

The Woodlands – Texas (USA)



Fontana Square (Italy)

Plaza of the Peace - Guanajuato (Mexico) 



CUBIC IRREGULAR 

It represents a particular selection of cobbles in porphyry designed to 
answer to the most demanding requirements in terms of quality and 
perfection in the measures. They are produced by means of presses, 
with the cutting machines of natural flagstones of the quarries. The 
form is cubic with faces that are not perfectly symmetrical. Numerous 
designs can be realized in the disposition of pavements since it can 
be, in hallmark arches, in tail of a turkey, in concentric circles or 
alternated arches. They are produced in different formats of 
agreement by the utilization of the constructive element. 



Commercial center “Portafriuli” Oderzo (treviso – Italy)



Golf Club Juriquilla México 



Golf Club Juriquilla México 



University Center San Luis 
Potosí, Mexico 







Irregular

It is made of slabs of carefully selecting
natural quarry plane that correspond to features
accurate. The thickness varies according to your selection
and the number of parts required per square meter.

……………………….
Irregular

Es producido seleccionando meticulosamente las lajas de plano 
natural de cantera que corresponden a caracteristicas precisas. El 
espesor es variable de acuerdo a la selección así como el número 
de piezas necesarias por metro cuadrado. 



Plaza Basilica Zapopan Jalisco







Private house

Put Hotel Santa fe Nuevo México

México


